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Strain-softening is characterized by lack of· positive 
definiteness of the matrix of tangential 1II0dul1, a feature 
which was considered first probably by HddaRlard (I) who 
argued that thi:l is an inadluissible property for a continuuRl 
IDodel since the wave speed ceases to be real and wave 
propagation becomes impossible. ThIs argument was later 
expanded by Iii 11, TholDas, Truesdell and others (2). but it 
did not becolDe clear frOID experi'Dents untll the 1970's that 
Hadamard's argument does not quite correspond to reality ill 
that real IDaterlals in a titraio-softeniog state possess not 
only' a nonposit ive definite 1D0dult lIIatrlx for further 
loading, but also a positive definite 1II0duli matrix for 
unlQading. Thus, with regard to lIadalllard's argument about 
i'Dagioary wave speed It should be note,l that it applies only 
to loading waves. Materials io a strain-softening state can 
titill propagate unloading waves. The fact ihat the unloading 
stiffness is positlve definite even for strain-softening 
IDak.es a crucial dlfflilrence and renders strain-softening 
probleills mathe,natically lIIeaningful, even for a local 
continuulII. 

It was shown that solutions to certain wave propagation 
problellls for a local strain-softening contlnuuw do exist, and 
SOllie are uni'lue, even though the problew belongs to the class 
of ill-posed initial-boundary value problems. Moreover, ex
plicit step-by-step finite elelllent solutions converge to 
these exact solut 10ns, and appear to do so almos t 
quaJcatlcally 13,4,5). Thus, the problem with strain-
softening is not wathematical but physical. 

Noting the need to consider a positive stiffness for 
un load ing, Ba:i!ant showed in his ana 1 ys iB ~f st rain-sof tening 
in 1974 (6,7,6) that accordIng to a local continuum model 
str&in-softenlng wust localize into a zone of vanlshini 
volume. The consequence is that the structure is predicted 
to faU with zero energy dissipation, which is physically 
unrealistic and unacceptable. The same type of behavior was 
confirmed tor dynamic loading qf structures 13.4,5.9,IO}. To 
prevent this to happen, one must introduce into the models 
Rlathematical methods called localization limiters, which 
force the strain-softening zone to have a certain miniwum 
finite she and thus aliSUre a finite energy dissipation at 
failure. 

The sll11plest localization limiter, proposed in 1974 (6) 
and used In the crack band 1Il0del (11,12), is to limit the 
size of 'the finite element to a certain minlmuRl. While this 
approach· appearll to give good resulu for fracture me~hanlcs 
type problems, it lnight be nevertheless too crude, as it 
lIIakes it ilDposslble to .resolve the distribution of damage 
density throughout the failure zone and thus determine the 
energy dissipation accurately. A general form of a localiza
tion limiter Alay be based on a nonlocal continuum, as pro-
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posed in 1984 (9,13). Numerous possibilities of nonlocal 
formulations appear to exist, and It new one which appears to 
be particularly simple and effective was recently proposed by 
Pljaudier-Cabot and Ba~ant (141, and is further developed in 
the present lecture. 

Other types of localization limiters may be based on 
Taylor series approxiwations of the averaging integral in the 
nonlocal wodel, which .. leads to higher order gradients in the 
definition of strains and in the continuum equations of 
motion. Alternatively, the spatial gradients may be applied 
to the strength or yield limit or to the yield function. 
Such an idea was apparently first proposed in 1952 by 
L'Uerwlte in the context of a study of shrinkage cracking, 
and recently this idea was developed for strain-softening in 
general by Schreyer (16,43) and Mang 117). 

As a substitute for localization limiters, strain
softening can be replaced by a damage or cracking Illodel based 
011 a s t ress-disp 1 acement reI at ion, as int roduced into 
fracture mechanics by Dugdale, Barrenblatt, Knauss, Rice and 
Kfoury, etc., in the realw of .plasticity, alld by lIillerborg 
et a1. ill Jhe realm of concrete cracking. It should be 
recognized, however, that this approach is not a general one 
and is applicable onry ta single cracks oc cracks which do 
not interact with ather cracks, which means that one can 
solve fracture specimens designed to fail with a single crack 
but cannot use this approach in a general finite element 
code. The reason is that for the situations In which daluge 
reRlains distributed, being stabilized, e.g., by reinforcement 
or by a compression zone close ahead of the cracking front. 
For distributed damage one would n~ed to know the spacing of. 
cracks, which must be a material property if the predictions 
of the model should be objective and if the energy dissipa..., 
tion should converge 00 wesh refinement. The existing line 
crack models lack the crack spacing as a material parameter, 
and even if one would introduce the spacing into these Plodels 
one would run into conceptual dlf f icult ies in the case of 
nonparallel cracks. 

An alternative to the interelement line-crack wodels 
with stress displacement relation, as well as to the crack 
band model, is to elQbed a strain-softening band or line 
inside a finite elelDent. Ho,dels of this type were proposed 
by Pietrusczak and Mr6z (20) and by Willam, Sture et al. 
(H,12). These approaches have the same liwitation as the 
crack band DIOdel, i.e., they cannot resolve the d~strlbution 
of damage and energy dissipation throughout the straio
softening zone, and they also lack in their present form the 
crack or band spacing limitation, salDe as the line crack 
models. Nevertheless, good comparisons with various experi
mental data were achieved with these models jiS well as the 
crack band model. 
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In a recent extensive rl!vlew, Read and lIegemter (23) 
essentially claillll!d that e;traln-softening does not exist. 
They emphasized that the obs~rved strain-softening is due to 
the decrease of the resisting area fraction of the material 
caused by an tncrl!ase in the cross-section area of cracks 0; 
voids. This would mcan that e;train-softening should be 
modeled by a transit ion from total stress a to the true 
e;tr~ss ~t - ~.I( I - w) where w hi a paralDeter characterizing 
the dailiaged cross sect ion of the material, while at the same 
ttlDl! the constitutive law for thl! true stress a involves no 
strain-softening and is based. e.g., on hard"'Jning plasti
dty. ThLs would IDean that the continuum dalllage mechanics 
models (24-34) would bl! the only acceptable models for 
strain-softl!ning, and so wouid Curson's model for the failure 
of ductile metah (35-371. in which the hardening plastic 
strl!ss-strain relation is wrtttl!n for the metal between the 
voids and the transit ion to the total stress is based again 
on thl! parameter w representing the void volullle fraction. 
Recent ly, however, these approaches were shown to be subject 
to the salDC difficulty as the constitutive relations which 
describe strain-softl!ning directly 138,39). Same as he 
nlOdch which describl! lit rain-softening directly, the models 
of continuul'll dlDage IlICchanics exhibit strain local izat ion to a 
volume of van.tshing size, as well as the inherent spurious 
mesh sensitivity of finite element calculations (38,39). 
Thus, introduction of localhation limiters 1a; required not 
only for the classical strain-softl!ning ..adels, but aho for 
the models of continuum dallage mechanics or plasticity with 
void li!rowth. ' 

The type of localization consid~red here Is funda
ml!ntally dLffO;!rl!nt fro'li that studied by Rudnicki and Rice 
(1985), Rice (J986), and Prevolit (&984) (44,45,46). Those 
stuJies were concern~d wlth plalitic-hardenlng behavior and 
localization caused by geometrical nonlinear effects of 
finite litrain which become important only jUlit before the 
peak of the strelis-strain diagralll where the magnitudes of the 
tangential modulus an.j the litresses become of the same 
order. The local hat ion due to strain-softening, whose study 
was initiated by Ralant in 1974, is a rather different 
problelD, In which the geometrically nonlinear aspects are 
unilDportant for the onset of loca I h:ation because both the 
post-peak tangential moduli for further loading and those for 
unloading ~re ordl!rs of magnltude larger than the stresses. 
The source of this localization is not nonlinear geolDetry but 
constituti1e properties. Moreover, material unloading 
properties played no role in the solutions of Rice and 
Rudnicki, but they are crucial for our type of localization. 

There is a question whether introduction of rate
sensitivity or viscosity, whether real or artificial, "can 
eliminate the spurious mesh sensitivity and localization to a 
vanishing volulDe. In certain cases such an approach lDet with 

success (e.g., 
unlikely to be 
found that in 
introduction of 
response. 

Sandler, Needleman), but in general thts is 
the remedy. In fact, Belytschko et a1. (4) 
the case of converging spherical waves the 

viscosity does not help to avoid chaotiC 

In the following we now describe in P10re detail an 
extension of a new model recently developed at Northwestl!rn 
University (14) which eluploys the nonlocal approach but has 
lieveral 'important advanfages over the orlginal non local model 

for daluage prl!liented in 1984 (9,13). 

~!!!2£al Damag~ Theory with I.~cal Str!!.!!. 

Nonlocal continuum is a continuulD ~n which SOIDe state 
variabl<ls or lDaterial paralDeters are def ined by spat tal 
aV<lraging. The spatial averaging operator ~ay be dl!fined by 

the equation: 

a«( - x) ",(OdV 
'" ..., 

in which 

v (x) .. J 
r '" V(!) 

(l( ( - x) dV 
.v ,.., 

(2) 

in which III and n may be considered as the local and nonlocal 
damage superi~posed bar denotes the spatial averaging oper
ator ~ and ( are the coodinate vectorli, V '" volUlDe, V (.!S) .. 
repr~s;ntattve volullle of the material' centered at poinE !, 
and a _ given weighting function which is a material 
property. Vr hall approxilnately but not I!xa,ctly tha same 
meaning as the representattve, volume in the statistical 
theory of heterogeneous materials (40,41). For a uniform 
weighting function, a-I. The inteli!ratinn dOlllain 

Vex) centered at point x can be made to coincide with vr (!), 
but'" a function a which d-;Cays SIDoothly with tha dlstanCI! frOID 
the center is probably ~ore rl!allstic. It also leads to 
better convergence of 1lIIIIIl!ricai calculations. A suitable 
forlll is the error dens! ty funct ion: 

_ (kl~l/t)2 
a(x) : e 

(3) 

... 
in which we have, for one, two and three "dimensiolls: 

ID: 1!12 
2 k .. r. .. 1.772 x , 

Itl 2 x2 + 2 k .. 2 
2D: y , 

1/3 

(4) 

2 + 22 
3D: I~f x2 +. y k .. (6fi) - 2.149 
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t is the characteristic length, a material property which 
def ines the length or diameter of the representative volume 
(a line segment, circle, or sphere) which has the saille volume 
as the error density function extending to infinity (x, y, z 
• cartesian coordinates). 

For a finite body the error function extends beyond the 
boundary of the body. In that case the region outside the 
body 1:i deleted frolll the integration dowain V(.!) , both for 
the calculation of the average (Eq. 1) and the calculation of 
the representative volume Vr (Eq. 2). This fact causes V to 
depend on location~. For nUIDerlcal finite element comp~ta
tions, the integrals in Eqs. I and 2 are approxilDated by 
finite sums. Only the finite elements whose integration 
points are closer to point ~ than distance 2t. needl! to be 
included in the sum, since for a greater distance the value 
of 0 is negligible. For numerical calculations, Eq. I is 
better written as 

aCt - x) 
'" 

o'(t, x) wet) dV, ....... ... 0' (£, !) - -V-(""x~)-
r ... 

( 5) 

and the values of 0' for all combinations of discrete values 
x and t may be evaluated and stored in the computer melDory in 
;'Jlfanc;' foc the finite element analysis. 

When the nonlocal continuUlll idea was first appUed as a 
localization limiter for strain-softening (13,9), it was 
assumed that the litraill was nonlocal, i.e., tile stra1n to be 
used in the cons t Hut I ve equat ion was £" ins tead of the actual 
!itrain~. Under that hypothesis it ~s shown (13) that, in 
contratlt to the previous worktl on nonlocal elastic materials 
the continuum equations of equilibrium or motion cannot b~ 
considered to have the standard form but must be derived fcom 
the expression tor virtual work, which reads: 

Vb and Sb are the volum.a and surface of the entire body, ui "" 
displacement components in cartesian coordinate Xi (i 
1,2,3), fi and Pl are the distributed volume and surface 
forces, £il; 0i1 ace the nonlocal strain components and 
stress components used in the constitutive relation, and dS • 
eleillent of ~ody surface. 

Since Eq. 6 involves the averaging operator of Eq. I (or 
its differential or finHe difference apprOximation), t.he 
derivation of the contlnuumequation of equilibrium or IDOtion 
and boundary conditions is rather compUcated and a 
nonstandard form of these equat ions is obtained (13); This 
nonstandard form yields either averal(inll intellrals or 
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deri vat ivei (or finite dif ferences) in the cant inuum equat ion 
of motion or equllLbrium written in terms of 0i ' and it also 
leads to extra boundary conditions. Although ~l.nite elelDent 
analysis for such a theory is tractable by means of the 
imbricate finite element concept (9,10), the solution is, 

nevertheless, quite cumbersome. 

This observation leads to the key idea advanced in this 
lecture, whose spectal .. case was already .a·nnunciated in 
previous work (14). The nonlocal formulation used as a 
localization limiter should be of such a fOl"IU that the 

strains are local. 

Indeed, if the strains are local while the stresses Oil 
may be expressed by the constitutive equation in a form whlth 
involves some other nonlocal quantities, the standard 
variational derivation of the continuulD equations of 
equilibrium or motion and the boundary conditions is the same 
as for the local continuum, i.e., 

Iv °ij 6u i ,J dV - Iv fj 6u i dV - Is Pi 6u i dS 
(7) 

a 1 (au nj - Pi) 6ui dS -'I (oij+j t f i ) 6ui dV- 0 
S V 

frolll which the standard boundary conditions and differential 
equatlons of equilibrium follow by' requir1C\11 that thls 

.equation must hold for any klnelDatically adm1ssible variation 
6u. This derivation 11i valid whether oc not the cOllstltu-

tlvA relation between ° and £ involve~ any spatial 
averaging or not, .provided iJhat £ .ij~ (u i j + uj i)/2 .. l,)cal 

lJ , ' 
small strain. 

In a preceding study (14) it was proposed thut ·the 
non local formulation for straln-!ioftening should be such that 
for the special case of elastiC behavior it reduces to a 
local form. Obviously, the present idea includes thiS. 
approach, since the elal!tic behavior cannot be nonlocal l~ 
the strains are local, for the strain hthe only variable 
which determines th~ stress in the case of elastic be
havior. The present ldea, however, is more relitrictive since 
all inelastiC formulations which would involve nonlocal 

strain are rejected. 

It is easy to prove that the energy dissipation cannot 
localize to a zone of zero volume. '1'0 this end consider the 
ot"der of continuity of various state vBt"1ables. Displace
ments u

i 
are functions of at least C1 -continuity, and 

strainl! are functions of at least co-continuity. The local 
damage rate w i6 a continuous function of strains, and. 
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therefore, UI has at least Co-continuity. Since the nonlocal 
damage rate fl is given by the integral in Eq. i, Il must have 
at least C1 continuity, and since the en~rgy dissipation rate 
due to dalliage is proportional to n, it must have also at 
least C1 continuity. Th1:i means that the energy dissipation 
due to damage cannot localize. 

To be wore specific, an example of the lowest order of 
continuity of strains is the function E ~ 6(x - x) and this 
implies that UI ~ Sex - x ), in which'6 deno"tes "~i~ac delta 
function. According to""\q. I, the non local damage rate is 
calculated as 

• 1 
Il a -- J a(~ - x) 6(~ - x ) dV(~) = 1- a(x - x) (8) 

V r V "" ..... - ., A - V r -A ... 

which shows that fl, and, therefore, also the energy dissipa
tion d~nsity rate, llIuSt be a continuous function, i.e., 
cannot localize. This argument, however, does not prove that 
the strains cannot localize. This can be proven only by 
svlving the problell on the basis of a given cpnstitutive law. 

One constitutive loodel which is suited for the present 
purpose il;l the cont inuum daiBage theory. In the simplest 
prototype of this theory In which the damage Is considered as 
a scalar, the generalization to nonlocal damage is obtained 
by replacing UI by n. This leads to the following 
relations: 

0lj - (1 - Il) 0i~' 
t i 

0ij - C Jk e i II kill 
(9) 

t 
in which Oil - true str~ss, and Cllklll '" elastic moduli of 
undaloaged luterial. Using the free ~ner~y density t, defined 
by Pt - 0ij £ ,/2 where p .. lIIaSI;l density, the IItresses are 
obtained s Jj .. a(p +)/a £. In the continuum damage 
theory, the ~'ual expre~siAA with local damage w may be 
gt!n~ral1zed as 

(10) 

The ene rgy dt ss i;>at Ion rate dens tty Dlay then be expressed as 

all 
at 

ill which 't , called the dalllage energy release rate, is 

Y .. - ll~tL _ 1 C E E 
ail 2 iJklll ij km , 

OI) 

( 12) 

. The evo lut Ion of loca 1 damage UI IBay be sped f ied in the 
usual manner by the daluge evolution equat iOll of the general 
form ~ - F(w, Y, ai" £, ). A special integrable forlll of 
this equat lon has ~een tonsidered 1n all the numerical com
putations. This funD, along with the loading criterion, is 
exprul;Ised as follows: 
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If F(w) = 0 and i(w) 0, (loading) then 0 = t; 

If F(w) < 0, or if F(w} '" 0 and few) < 0, (unloading ( 13) 

or reloading) then G 0 

with OJ 1 J a(f - x) 
li - ___ 1 ____ I dV(O 

= V-TXT '" 
n '" 1 + b (y - YO) r ..., 

V 

b, n, YO = empirical posit ive 
daloage threshold, and l"( hi) .. 
which is taken as 

F(W) = iii - K(W) 

constants, 
empirical 

n ) 2, YO = local 
loading function, 

(14) 

in which K (cii) hardening-softening parameter, whOSe initial 
value is taken as 0 and afterwards K(W) represents the 
largest value of Il ever reached up to the cuirent time. 

Note that if the non loca 1 daiBage () is rep laced by the 
local damage w in Eqs. 9-12, one obtains the classical l,)cal 
continuum damage formulation. 

An alternative f~rDlulation may be obtained as a nonloc~l 
generalization of the fracturing I;Itrain thevry, in which th'! 
averaged variable is the fractoring strain instead of UI. 

Both this and the aforementioned continuUl1i damage mechanIcs 
formulation work, 1.e., are found in Ilumerical calculations 
to indeed serve as a local1zation LlaDiter and lead tv a 
convergent solution without spuriOUS luesh senli1tlv1ty. 

In the previous work (141, the nonloeal damage fl was not 
defined by averaging of the locai_ dailiage w 1 but was 
spec1f led as a fullct iOIl of the average Y of the dumage ellergy 
release rate y. This IDay be regarded as an approxiloat iO~ to 
the present formulation in which the average quantity is w 
rather than Y, and nuaoerical results show that indeed the 

resultli are very close. 

In a parallel study conducted at Northwestern University. 
by Z. P. Ralant and F. B. Lin, an alternative nonlocal 
strain-softening formulation is considered as a general
ization of plasticity, in which the yield limit is allowed to 
decrease as a function of the nonlocal plast ic strain path 
length. This non local path length is obtained by averaging 
of the local plastic strain path length. Since the path 
length is a nondecreasing quantity, thls variable is suitable 
for the characterization of daloage (1n this case the yield 
lillltt degradation). Numerical results frolo two-dimensional 
finite element IItudies have already cOllflrllled that this 
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formulation also serves as a proper localization limiter, 
i.e., finite size strain-softening zones are obtained and the 
solut ion converges as the IDesh 1s refined. 

SOlne TY£!...£al Numerical Results 

Fig. 1-) show numerical results for wave propagation in 
a strain-softening rod of length 4t, which ill subjected 
beginning with time t .... 0 to COnstant outward velocities c at 
the ends of the rod (Fig. 1). The problenl has been solve~ 
114) by one-dimensional Unite elelilents using a unHorlu sub
division (n M number of elements). Fig. 1 shows the profiles 
of strain and damage at various times, which indicate that 
neither strain nor damage localize. Fig. 2 shows the dis
tributions of strain, dam!lge and stress at a fixed J;ime, for 
various numberll of subdivisions. The nonlocal solution is on 
the left, and the. corresponding local solutions are on the 
right. The local solut ions exhibit gradual 10calizat ion of 
the damage zone as the mesh is refined, and the local 
distributions converge to a Dirac d<llta function. On the 
other hand, the non local solutions on the left clearly 
confinu that the dalDSge relualQs nonlocaltzed and that the 
solution co.nverges well as the luesh is refined. .'ig~) shows 
the dependence of the energy dissipated up to this time for 
both the local and -nonlocal solutions. For the nonlocal 
solution, the dissipated energy obViously converge~ to a 
finite value, and the convergence is good, whiie for the 
nonlocal solution the dissipated cneql:Y converges,all the mesh 
is refined to a zero energy diSSipation, which iSj of course, 
physically incorrect al)d in<ldlulsslble. The exact solution of 
the local version of thia problelll was presenttld in Ruf. 'j 

using a strain-softening stress-strain relal: ion rather than 
the continuUID damage theory. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the solution of a static problem for 
a strain-soheniog rod. The rod is inltially under uniform 
tensile strain, in the strain-softening range. The initial 
stTain is incremented In small steps until an infinitely 
small deviation leading to nonuniform strain becomes 
possible. The solution is obtained by solving numerically. 
with high accuracy, an integral equation for the incremental 
strain, expressing the increlncntal cond it Ions of equ ilibriulD 
and rillipect ing the unloading cond it ions for 1I01\loca I 
damage. The figure on top of Fig. 4 represents the 
localizat Ion ins tabili ty mode for st rain, and the figure at 
the bottom for nonlocal damage. The symmetric curve Is 
obtained at a smaller strain than the aSYllUlletric curve when 
strain localize at the br ends. This means that: the actual 
mode of instability is '.a sYllUlletrl!! one. This solution proves 
that not only the non local duwage, but 81110 the strain does 
not localize to a point. 

Fig. 5· shows the solution of the same problem for two 
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different vel"sions of the nonlocal damage fOl"mulation. In 
the damage avel"aging vel"sion. the nonlocal damage Is obtained 
by the a\lel"aging of local daluage. as we already explained in 
the pl"eceding equations. In the enel"gy avel"aging vel"sion. 
the nonlocal damage is obtained as a function of the nonlocal 
damage enel"gy l"elease l"ate which is obtained by spatial 
avel" agi ng of the loca 1 damage ene l"gy l"el ease l"ate Y. I t is 
seen that the diffel"ence between the two solutions is 
l"elatively small. It has been also noted that the damage 
avel"aglng vel"sion coni~l"ges somewhat tastel" as the bal" 
subdivision into elements is l"efined. Recall that the enel"gy 
allel"aging vel"sion has a cel"tain disadvantage with l"egal"d to 
possible pel"iodic distl"ib~tions of stl"ain incl"ement. as 
all"eady mentioned • 

The convel"gence as the subdivision of the bal" is refined 
is illutltl"ated in Fig. 6 in which the d1tltdbutions al"e 
labeled by the numbel" of eleluents within the bal". The con
vel"gence is compal"ed fOl" averaging with a unifol"m weighting 
function. with a tdangulal" weighting function and with an 
enOl" density weighting function (Fig. 6 top. middle. 
bottom). We see that 1n the fil"st case the cOllvel"gence is 
the slowest, and in the last Case ~~ fal" the best. It is fOl" 
this reason that smooth weighting functions such as the el"rOr 
density function should_he preferred. 

Conclusion 

The nonlocal continuum with local strain, in which 
strain-softening is chal"acterized by 'nonlocal damage, serves 
as a localization lim1tel" and at the same time is l"elatively 
simple to impleluent in finite element codes. With regard to 
the previously proposed imbl"icate nonlocal finite element 
fOl"mulation fOl" strain-softening, the present formulation has 
fOUl" distinct advantages: 

1. The field equat 10ns ot equi Hbdum and the boundal"y 
conditions Ol" interface conditions have the standacd form, 
and no extra boundary conditions are needed. 

2. The finite element model has the same conti. 
l"equil"ements as the standard local fillite element model. 

3. The imbl"ication of finite elements introduced in the 
original nonlocal formulation 1s unnecessal"Y with tIle present 
approach. 

4. The continuum exhibits no periodic zero-en'ergy in-
stability modes, and so an ovel"lay with the local continuum 
which was previously introduced to stabllize the cont inuUlu 
against such modes is ullneCeStldl"Y with th" pl"esellt fQcmu
lation. 
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Smooth weighting functions gtve much better convergence 
than un:.mooth ones. On welih refinement, the energy dissipa
tion for the prelient wodel converges to a finite value aa 
required.' , 
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